A Summary of Requirements for Culverts
The guidelines below are recommendations for culverting a watercourse and are not actual policy. However, we may in some
instance request that all or some of the recommendations below are incorporated in the design or works in order to grant
‘Consent to carry out works in an ordinary watercourse’. The information contained within this document is subject to review.

Size of Culverts
Culverts must be designed so they do not cause a restriction to flood flow. They must not increase the risk of flooding or
prevent maintenance of the adjacent open watercourse. All culverts should be designed and constructed to accommodate
flood flows in the watercourse. The design should ensure that the required hydraulic capacity is available above the
watercourse bed level at all times.
In general the proposed culvert should be larger than needed for flow considerations alone to incorporate environmental
requirements.
The minimum culvert diameter shall be no less than 450 mm for ordinary watercourses and 600 mm (900 mm for roads), as
smaller sizes are prone to regular blockage. However, we might accept smaller sizes for outfalls only where flow rates are
restricted. Culverts under motorways, major roads and other deep fills shall have a minimum of 1200 mm headroom to allow
access.
Applications for consent to culvert a watercourse should include calculations to demonstrate the hydraulic capacity of the
culvert this should also accommodate 40% capacity for climate change, and also longitudinal sections of the watercourse
upstream and downstream of the proposed culvert in order to demonstrate the effect on the watercourse. However, the
proposed culvert shall, in general, be no smaller than any adjacent culverts downstream. We would recommend that the
detailed hydraulic and structural design of any culverting works is carried out by a suitably qualified engineer.
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The following recommended culvert sizes incorporate a freeboard allowance to reduce the risk of floating debris blocking
Calculated

Recommended

Diameter Required

Diameter provided

450 mm

600 mm

900 mm

1200 mm

1350 mm

1800 mm

Invert Levels
The invert of culverts should be set 200 mm below the design bed level when in a natural state and no higher than hard bed
level (as a minimum) when the watercourse has been recently de-silted or dredged. The void between the invert and the
existing bed level must be filled with a suitable inert material to allow ‘natural’ bed features to form (e.g. blockstone which
would also provide aeration). The diagram in figure 1 shows an incorrect invert level of the culvert. Figure 2 is a revised
diagram showing the correct invert level of the culvert.

Wrong Invert level of pipe/culvert
Correct Invert level of pipe/culvert
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watercourse
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Culverts should have frequent access points for rodding, or manholes at changes of direction and section. Manhole spacing
shall be more frequent on culverts with slow bends and on culverts located in gardens.
Headwalls and wingwalls shall be provided, where necessary, at entry and exit, and be adequately keyed into the banks and
bed to prevent erosion. These must be solidly constructed to a professional standard using the materials proposed and
specified in the application. In addition to the above requirements need to be incorporated in your method statement and
submitted with your LDC application. Applications received without a proper method statement will be rejected. It is
also important to inform the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) no later than 7 days before the works is completed in order to
allow enough time for an inspection to be carried out. Permanent works not carried out as specified in the submitted method
statement/proposals for which consent has been granted will be classed as unconsented works. In such cases the LLFA may
use its powers under the Land Drainage Act to carry out enforcement on the applicant, those who carried out the work and
request that the watercourse is restored to its original condition.

Maintenance and the Law
Suitable access arrangements for maintenance should be included in the design. Access chambers must be provided at each
change of direction if the culverting is not straight. Sharp bends should be avoided. Manhole spacing should be in
accordance with the guidance in CIRIA Report 168 Culvert Design Guide but, due to the nature of watercourses and to
facilitate maintenance, the maximum spacing between access chambers should not exceed 100 metres.
The responsibility for future maintenance and clearance of a culvert must be considered in the design.
The responsibility for the maintenance of a culvert including fitted safety/trash screens lies with the land owner or the
person/organisation who owns or adopt the culvert; this is a duty under common law and often referred to as Riparian
Ownership’. Leaving a watercourse in such a condition that the flow is impeded is a criminal offence under Section 25 of the
Land Drainage Act.
The Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has powers under the Land Drainage Act to ensure that the flow of water is maintained
in ordinary watercourse.
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Driveways
Anyone wishing to culvert a watercourse in order to make a driveway onto their property or form an access which crosses a
footway or grass will need the approval of the Highway Authority and this approval takes the form of a Section 184 Licence.
You may also need planning permission from your District Council Planning Department in order to create a vehicle access.
We would recommend that you contact them to find out more before you contact the Highway Authority. If required, this
must be obtained prior to submitting an application.
If the access is onto an unclassified road then planning permission may not be required but the applicant should always
check with their local District Council Planning Department.
Access to any other class of road does require planning permission.
For more information please visit: www.somerset.gov.uk
Or Contact: Roads and Transport Team
Email: roadsandtransportSD@somerset.gov.uk
Contact no: 0300 123 2224

Safety/Trash Screens
Screens are also consentable activities under the Land Drainage Act, therefore as well as applying for consent for
piping/culverting a watercourse, you must also apply for consent separately for trash screens. We do not recommend the
use of safety screens and upstream screens, they should only be used where there is a real danger to children, or where
industrial rubbish or tree branches are likely to block the culvert and cause flooding.
The screen should be designed for easy raking and maintenance. It must have a horizontal top section which allows
additional flow capacity when the inclined section becomes blocked (figure 3). Raking of the screen remains the owner's
responsibility. We will not accept vertical screens for inlets.
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Figure 1 :The screen should include a fail-safe design to allow the screen to hinge out of the main flow should it become blocked by debris.

If your proposal is for adoption by the Highways Authority, for safety reasons they may request that a screen is required if it
is near a school or recreational area.
We would recommend that you check with Somerset Highways before submitting your LDC application.
Safety fencing/raillings shall be provided at entry and exit wherever there is a possibility of public access and shall be
designed in keeping with the local environment.
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Environmental Considerations
Mitigation works to reduce the impact on the environment will be taken into account by the LLFA when determining a
consent application for culverting as Ordinary Watercourses are fundamental to biodiversity, flow regulation and water
quality at the catchment scale.
The Environment Agency recommends that culverts beneath roads or railways shall incorporate mammal ledges 500mm wide
set a minimum of 300mm above normal water level or, ideally, above mean annual flood level (where culvert size allows) or
high level underpasses to allow the safe passage of wildlife. Fencing or planting may be required to guide animals safely to
the ledge or underpass. We will often consult the Environment Agency in relation to fish and protected species, therefore,
special provisions for fish and protected species may be required if those recommendations are made by the Environment
Agency.
The Environment Agency is responsible for enforcing the Hydromorphological Harm legislation. This
means that if potential ‘harm’ is identified within an Ordinary Watercourse, the ‘responsible party’ (i.e. those undertaking the
works or the landowner) would be liable to enforcement actions by the EA.
The above requirements should be read in conjunction with the Land Drainage Act 1991 and Water Resources Act 1991,
Water Framework Directive (WFD); Land Drainage Consent will normally be required.
For further information or obtaining an application form contact Somerset County Council or visit
www.somerset.gov.uk/consent

Contact Us
Tel: 0300 123 2224

E-mail: flooding@somerset.gov.uk

Address: Flood Risk Management Team, PP B2E 2a, Somerset County Council, County Hall, The Crescent, Taunton, Somerset
TA1 4DY
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